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FADE IN:

EXT.CITY STREETS - NIGHT

An entire city in flames. Hundreds of aircraft overhead drop

their bomb loads. People are swept away in a maelstrom of

fire fueled by winds from the explosions.

SUPER - GERMANY FEBRUARY 13 1945

WALTERS(V.O)

They say he was a pilot home for

leave, visiting his wife and

children...

The burning shell of a fine house, one in a row of a gutted

neighborhood. Charred bodies on the street.

WALTERS(V.O)

They say he was killed too but rose

from the ashes. A death dealing

Nazi phoenix...

Smouldering black boots next to the bodies. A Luftwaffe

uniform sizzles with tiny flames. A gloved hand reaches out

to touch the burned flesh on the ground.

A tattered photograph of a beautiful blonde woman and two

smiling young girls is seen before being tucked into the

uniform pocket.

WALTERS(V.O)

The pilot made his way through the

burning city, taking in the horror

and death. The rage in him grew

with each painful step...

POV while walking of the huge firestorm sweeping through

each suburb. Ahead, glimpses of an airfield in the rippling

heated air and smoke.

WALTERS(V.O)

He came to am airfield outside the

city, the runways littered with

bomb craters and burning wreckage.

Fire, always fire. But one

airworthy plane was found amongst

the carnage - an ME one ten...

Tortured breathing as the canopy is slid back. The boots

step from the wing into the cockpit. The gloves touch the

controls, start the engines.
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The flames surrounding the airfield cast an orange glow on

the plane as it takes off.

Like a bullet the plane rises up and out of the circle of

fire that is the city. Higher and higher until the entire

area is revealed.

It’s like the whole world is on fire.

WALTERS(V.O)

And so he took to the skies once

more, a wraith, a demon spawn from

Hell itself intent on one thing...

(beat)

To seek vengeance on those who

destroyed...

(beat)

Dresden.

EXT.LANCASTER - NIGHT

The sight of three hundred RAF bombers flying across the

North Sea is majestic under the full moon.

SUPER - THE SKIES OF WAR TORN EUROPE

SUPER - 2ND MARCH 1945

Close up of one Avro Lancaster - ’J’ for ’Jasper’ which is

crewed by:

Warrant Officer JONES(28)- Pilot; Sgt.LAWSON(25) - Flight

Engineer; Flight Sgt.HIPWORTH(25) - Bomb aimer/Front Gunner;

Sgt.RATCLIFFE(26) - Upper Gunner; Sgt.WALTERS(20) - Tail

Gunner; Flight Sgt.SEDGELY(27) - Radio Operator;

Sgt.BAXTER(21) - Navigator.

All are English except for the New Zealander Hipworth and

the Canadian Ratcliffe. The bomber’s intercom (I/C) connects

them in their various stations within the aircraft.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Do we have to listen to this load

of bollocks, sir?

SEDGELY(I/C)

Yeah, where did you hear this

bloody ghost story, Walters?

WALTERS(I/C)

At the pub last night. There were

crews from Scampton base. They__
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GROANS over the radio.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Jesus, Walters, Scampton? Those

misfits? Nothing but scum.

BAXTER(I/C)

Yeah, bastards are always trying to

take a tumble with our barmaids at

the Sable Cat.

INT.LANCASTER COCKPIT - NIGHT

Jones and Lawson at the controls of the bomber. The view is

amazing as the streams of aircraft cross the Dutch coast.

JONES

I’ve heard the same about you,

Baxter. No wonder none of the local

girls want to work there.

LAUGHTER over the I/C.

BAXTER(I/C)

That’s a bit harsh, sir. Plenty of

farmer’s daughters have

complimented me on my navigation

skills in the boudoir.

More LAUGHTER.

LAWSON

Just concentrate on using those

skills to get us to Chemnitz

tonight, ok?

JONES

Walters? You all right back there?

WALTERS(I/C)

Yes, sir. Thank you for letting me

tell the story.

JONES

Squadron command are aware of the

rumors and the effect it could have

on morale.

WALTERS(I/C)

Yes,sir. The fellow tail gunner who

told me, he saw this ghost plane

with his own eyes. Jimmy said__
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RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Hang on...the Nazi ghost was named

Jimmy? Funny name for a Kraut.

Where’s he from then, Norwich?

LAUGHTER from all except Walters and Baxter.

LAWSON

Steady on, old chap. I’m from

Norwich!

More LAUGHTER.

WALTERS(I/C)

I don’t find that funny, Ratty.

BAXTER(I/C)

Me neither.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

I knew a chap in Norwich named

Manfred. Maybe they’re related.

He breaks into giggles. Ratcliffe and Sedgely join in.

WALTERS(I/C)

Shut up. All of you just shut up.

JONES

All right lads, that will be

enough. Walters, the boys are just

having some fun with you. This

story is just a nice bit of German

propaganda I’ll bet.

LAWSON

The skipper is right, son. Probably

dreamed up by Goebbels himself.

They can see the war is all but

lost. So they spread these stories

via the radio or leaflet drops

hoping to scare young men like you

and Baxter.

SEDGELY(I/C)

It has to be bollocks anyway. We

haven’t been back to Dresden since

last month. How did your mate Jimmy

explain that?

WALTERS

He said that two of his squadron

got separated from the rest. They

were flying Halifaxes.
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JONES

Wait, I heard about that raid. It

was on Chemnitz, same target we

have tonight. How did they end up

at Dresden? The sky has been clear

for the last three weeks.

WALTERS(I/C)

They dropped their load on

Chemnitz. Minimal flak, no

fighters. Headed home. Then two of

the planes ran into some kind of

giant cloud. Tried to get under it

but it was too thick. Next minute

they lost all sense of direction

and...

HIPWORTH(I/C)

What the hell sort of cloud? It

just appeared in front of them?

WALTERS(I/C)

Jimmy said it was a massive cloud

of smoke.

LAWSON

Oh this is getting ridiculous,

Walters. So let me guess... the

smoke cloud made them lose their

way and they came out over Dresden?

WALTERS(I/C)

I know it sounds crazy but...yes.

LAWSON

And this ghost pilot turns up in

his plane and attacks them?

WALTERS(I/C)

Yes. The one ten flew close to the

other plane. It just burst into

flames and crashed into Dresden.

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

I’m going to ask the obvious

question here. How did the said

Jimmy escape with his life to tell

the tale then?

WALTERS(I/C)

He said...he said that,ah...
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JONES

Its ok, lad. Let it out.

WALTERS(I/C)

He said that the German pilot

spared them because they hadn’t

been on the Dresden raid. And the

other plane had.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Oh jesus christ, this just keeps

getting better.

WALTERS(I/C)

Its true. Jimmy and his crew missed

the Dresden run because of engine

trouble at takeoff. And he also

said__

JONES

No more, Walters. Ratty, you’ve

been flying missions longer than

the rest of us. Thoughts on this?

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

All sort of strange things happen

in war, skip. If young Walters

believes that there’s a dead Nazi

over Europe waiting to kill us, and

it makes him more damn aware

tonight at his guns then...good for

him and us.

JONES

Fair enough. Time to get to work.

Baxter, how long till we turnoff to

Chemnitz?

(beat)

Baxter? Dammit man, get your mind

on it.

BAXTER(I/C)

I...sorry, sir. Ah, lets

see...eighteen, no, nineteen

minutes till we take course east

south east.

JONES

Good man. Lets all keep our wits

about us. The Luftwaffe aren’t done

just yet.
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RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Personally, I do hope there’s some

crazy fuck up there in the sky

tonight. I’ll get the bastard in my

sights and...

(beat)

I’ll make sure the Nazi ghost man

is sent back to hell where he

belongs.

EXT.LANCASTER - NIGHT

Half the mass of bombers peel off towards Eastern Germany;

the rest continue on to Hanover.

EXT.DRESDEN AIRFIELD - NIGHT

The silent wrecks of planes in the moonlight. A battered ME

110 sits on a cracked runway. The roar of engines shatters

the quiet air as the aircraft takes off over the burnt city.

INT.LANCASTER REAR TURRET - NIGHT

Walters huddles in his space, scanning the night sky. He

shivers with cold and fear, his hands ready on his guns.

Suddenly he almost screams as a hand touches his shoulder.

He turns to see Baxter who reeks of panic too.

Baxter signals to his I/C button. Walters fumbles it off.

WALTERS

Jesus, Baxter, you fucking scared

the shit out of me. What are you

doing away from your nav desk? The

skipper will kill you.

BAXTER

I don’t care. We’re dead men anyway

if this ghost plane gets us.

WALTERS

Can you stop that talk? Its making

me even more scared.

BAXTER

You didn’t finish telling us what

Jimmy said. I need to know.

Walters blinks, looks away. Winces.
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BAXTER

Tell me.

WALTERS

Ok, ok. But then you get back to

your post.

(beat)

Jimmy said...Jimmy said the demon

Nazi was on their radio

transmission. They could hear him.

(beat)

They could him breathing like he

had smoke in his lungs.

Baxter looks like he might vomit with fright. He hurries

back up the fuselage. Walters resumes his search. Under his

breath he prays.

LATER

INT.LANCASTER COCKPIT - NIGHT

Jones steadies the Lanc over Chemnitz.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Bombs gone,skipper.

JONES

Nice work. Ok boys, we’re done

here. Stay vigilant. Heading for

home and breakfast.

CHEERS over the I/C.

WALTERS(I/C)

Thank christ.

JONES

Take us home, Baxter.

BAXTER(I/C)

Will do, sir. If you turn zero four

nine...

EXT.LANCASTER - NIGHT

The bomber turns over Chemnitz, as bombs rain down on the

industrial areas. Other planes find their own way back

towards England. Soon, ’Jasper’ is all alone in the sky.

LATER
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INT.LANCASTER COCKPIT - NIGHT

The Lanc churns on, Jones deft at the helm. Lawson monitors

the gauges.

LAWSON

All functioning well, skip.

JONES

The old kite has done well.

Hopefully we can all make to the

end of this damned war.

LAWSON

We’ve been lucky. And sometimes

thats all it takes.

He frowns, peer ahead.

LAWSON

What the devil? Hipworth, you

seeing this? Ratty?

A large black mass. It blocks out the moon and stars.

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Sure am. Maybe be a storm?

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Storm be buggered. Looks like

smoke. Yes, its a giant cloud of...

smoke.

JONES

At fifteen thousand feet. What

could be burning up here?

WALTERS(I/C)

Smoke? Oh sweet jesus...

BAXTER(I/C)

Fuck. We are fucked.

His voice rises, causing a screeching crackle over the

radio. Walters joins in.

JONES

Walters! Baxter! Both of you shut

the hell up and stay alert. I can’t

get under or over this...thing so

we’re going through it. Who knows

what other planes might be in

there.
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Suddenly the Lanc plunges into the utter blackness. The

sound of COUGHING over the I/C.

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Jesus, it is smoke.

LAWSON

Stay calm, lads. Its only smoke.

JONES

Oh christ. The instruments...

He points at the control panel. Gauges are reading crazy

levels. And the glass heats up with a red glow.

LAWSON

Smoke is in the engines...Hipworth,

can you get a reading of our

course?

HIPWORTH(I/C)

Negative. Compass is gone haywire.

And its getting damn hot in here.

SEDGELY(I/C)

Radio is dead too, sir.

Jones and Lawson look at each other, then back at the inky

smoke in all directions.

LATER

Without warning, the Lanc emerges from the smoke cloud. The

full moon floods the cockpit. Jones searches the night for

any type of landmark. The ground is disturbingly close.

LAWSON

Jesus, how did we get so low?

JONES

Have no idea.

Below them is a city, the moonlight showing glimpses of

ruined buildings, charred rubble, destruction...

HIPWORTH(I/C)

What the fuck? How did we get this

far off course? We’re over Dresden.

WALTERS(I/C)

Oh fuck. Its him. We’re__

Baxter starts screaming.
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RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Both of you shut the fuck up!

WALTERS(I/C)

’Our Father Who Art In Heaven’...

JONES

SHUT UP. THATS AN ORDER.

The chaos is shut off abruptly as a sound comes through the

I/C: RASPING BREATHS filled with malice.

JONES

Who is doing that? Ratty, if you__

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Not me, skip...oh fuck, bandit on

our tail. Walters, he’s right

there. Shoot, damn you.

The roar of guns. YELLING, SCREAMS and PANIC across the I/C.

INT.LANCASTER REAR TURRET - NIGHT

Walters SCREAMS, fingers pull the triggers as the ME 110

appears, flying straight him. His tracer smashes into the

cockpit. Ratcliffe’s guns are hitting the ME as well.

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Keep firing. We’re blasting the son

of a bitch good.

Then the night fighter opens up. And all hope is gone.

Streams of liquid fire erupt from the wing cannon. They hit

the rear turret, immolating Walters and continue up inside

the fuselage.

RATCLIFFE(I/C)

Oh fuck...

INT.LANCASTER COCKPIT - NIGHT

More SCREAMS over the I/C, mercifully cut short as

Ratcliffe, Sedgely and Baxter are consumed by fire.

JONES

How the hell__out, Lawson,

Hipworth, out now.

He and Lawson stand up and only have time to turn and see

the inferno raging up the inner corridor towards them.
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EXT.LANCASTER - NIGHT

The Lancaster is a flame filled tube that just melts into

liquid metal before the fuel tanks explode. It spirals down

silently as the ME follows. The wreckage lands on the

airfield where it burns with a fierce light.

SMITH(V.O)

They say he can’t be killed. They

say fire comes from his guns not

bullets...

SUPER - A WEEK LATER IN ENGLAND

INT.PUB - NIGHT

Tail Gunner SMITH(21)sits at a table in the corner of an

English pub, holding court to a group of young airmen. Full

and empty pints of lager litter the table.

SMITH

He waits in the skies over Dresden,

luring bombers away from their

route home...seeking vengeance on

those who incinerated his city, his

family and...him.

He drains his pint, wipes his mouth, looks at his audience

with fearful eyes.

SMITH

Pray that its not you he finds...

EXT. DRESDEN AIRFIELD - NIGHT

The ME 110 sits on the runway. dozens of fire blackened

Lancasters on each side, a row of funeral pyres.

Above, the roar of a lone bomber emerging from the giant

smoke cloud. The engines of the ME start up.

INT.ME 110 COCKPIT - NIGHT

The gloves are tattered, raw twisted flesh peeking through

holes. Yet the photograph of the beautiful lady and the

children is placed gently in a crack on the control panel.

The aircraft rolls forward, gathers speed and lifts off into

BLACK


